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**Title word cross-reference**

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha & \quad [589, 628, 228]. \text{AR}(1) \quad [108]. \text{ARCH}(p) \\
\beta & \quad [226, 409]. \mathcal{L} \quad [230]. \mathcal{D} \\
\mathcal{E} & \quad [254]. \mathcal{f} \quad [581]. \mathcal{G} \\
\mathcal{K} & \quad [456, 10]. \mathcal{K}_n \quad [397]. \mathcal{L} \quad [66, 59, 582]. \\
L^n & \quad [162]. L_1 \quad [344, 439, 466]. L_2 \quad [96]. L_p \\
& \quad [49, 210, 285, 508]. M \\
[127, 420, 364, 297, 286, 292]. L_p \quad [564]. \mathbf{R} \\
& \quad [338]. \mathbf{R}^2 \quad [247]. N \quad [364, 140]. P \\
& \quad [536, 414, 294]. \phi \quad [345, 62]. R \quad [66, 59]. R^d \\
& \quad [414]. s^{k-p} \quad [95]. t \quad [539]. \tau \quad [409]. U \\
& \quad [461, 631, 589, 337]. \mathcal{V} \quad [337]. \\
\text{-balls} \quad [162]. \text{-class} \quad [230]. \text{-computation} \\
& \quad [331]. \text{-convex} \quad [369]. \text{-dependent} \quad [589]. \\
& \quad \text{-dimensional} \quad [320]. \text{-Divergence} \\
& \quad [628, 345]. \text{-divergences} \quad [581]. \text{-estimation} \\
& \quad [466]. \text{-estimators} \quad [127, 420, 297, 286, 292]. \text{-losses} \quad [564]. \text{-mean} \quad [210]. \text{-method} \quad [344]. \\
& \quad \text{-minimax} \quad [96]. \text{-mixing} \quad [409, 226, 62, 228]. \text{-nearest} \quad [397]. \text{-norms} \quad [49]. \text{-optimal} \\
& \quad [281, 254]. \text{-permutations} \quad [10]. \text{-posterior} \\
& \quad [148, 294]. \text{-Processes} \quad [631]. \text{-Quantization} \\
& \quad [439]. \text{-regressive} \quad [226]. \text{-sample} \quad [456, 140]. \text{-statistic} \quad [539, 589]. \text{-statistics} \\
& \quad [461, 582, 337]. \text{-tests} \quad [66, 59]. \text{-value} \quad [294]. \\
1 & \quad [506, 149]. 10 \quad [246]. 11 \quad [324]. 17 \quad [434]. \\
2 & \quad [24, 25, 513]. 2000c \quad [196]. 2002e \quad [246]. \quad 370 \quad [434]. \\
4 & \quad [111, 142].
\end{align*}
\]

Change-point [326, 106, 288, 438, 482, 48, 132, 392].
Chi-Square [618, 5], choice [75, 117].
classical [599]. classification [514, 172]. close [318].
complexity [235]. component [430, 8]. components [487, 252, 571]. composite [236, 550]. comprehensive [554].
computation [224, 331]. computing [194]. concave [291]. Concentration [523, 531].
condition [294]. condition [356].
Conditional [631, 429, 107, 573, 517, 248, 39, 173].
Conditionally [609]. conditions [37, 355]. confidence [166, 85, 48, 284, 138, 427, 32].
Conservative [427]. Consistency [429, 291, 207, 100, 110, 131, 395].
Consistent [360, 437, 158, 30, 183].
Continuous [546, 211, 169, 555, 373, 518, 266, 120, 592].
continuous-time [518]. continuously [173]. contoured [504]. contrast [50].
correctness [37]. correlated [247].
Correlation [638, 610, 574, 590, 442, 433]. correlations [4, 149]. corresponding [332].
corrupted [339]. Countable [606].
counterfactuals [331]. counting [158, 122].
 coupling [3].
Covariance [434, 435, 607, 569, 498, 56, 472, 459, 312, 560, 154, 404].
covariances [42]. covariate [495].
Cramér-von [293]. criterion [497]. critical [95].
current-status [291]. curve [333, 309, 531, 601]. curves [203, 313].
Multivariate

N [459]. natural [303, 418, 593, 54].


neighbor [397]. Nevzorov [149]. Neyman [256]. no [111, 246, 24, 25, 142, 196, 324].

noise [528, 339, 232, 7, 185, 393, 225, 165, 202, 600, 195]. noises [408]. noisy [375].

nonasymptotic [184]. noncentral [280].

noncentrality [590]. Noncommutative [221, 246]. nonhomogeneous [567, 73].

Nonlinear
[609, 344, 490, 261, 26, 296, 317, 311, 84, 494].
nonnegative [586, 328]. Nonparametric
nonregular [72]. norm [320, 222].

normalization [479]. normalized [218, 253]. normed [446]. norms [49]. note [281, 312, 484, 331]. NPMLE [182].
nuisance [177, 543, 188, 143]. null [236]. number [245, 5, 21, 18]. numbers [346, 189, 410].

observations [179, 82, 307, 161].

Occupation [636]. off [529]. offspring [18].

Oja [635]. Omnibus [329]. on-line [441].

One [414, 497, 66, 59, 304, 328, 2, 312, 313]. One-dimensional [414]. one-half [497].
one-sample [66]. one-sided [304, 328, 312, 313]. online [572]. Operator [567, 259, 598, 352]. Operator-based [567].

operators [472]. Optimal
[210, 74, 275, 341, 285, 578, 616, 122, 638, 96, 6, 437, 281, 288, 254, 152, 570, 575, 75, 117, 139, 545, 239]. optimality [177, 5, 9, 92, 355, 196, 171, 243, 293].

Optimally [313]. Oracle [445, 586, 327, 351, 305, 519]. oracles [231].

Order [605, 635, 602, 479, 177, 357, 212, 520, 408, 583, 80, 205, 266, 574, 464, 37, 239, 561, 554, 219, 32]. ordered [551]. ordering [571].


periodicity [458]. periods [3].


Phillips [563]. Piecewise [462, 481].


Pointwise [530, 199, 309, 457, 535, 243, 426]. Poisson


structured [560]. structures [201].
Student [539, 547]. Studentized [335, 364].
Study [224]. sub [533]. sub-ballistic [533].
subclass [303]. subsampling [279].
sup-norm [320, 222]. Supereicient [178].
superkernel [484]. supermartingale [587].
Supervised [514]. Supplement [253].
support [113, 206]. supported [358]. sure [325]. survey [570, 22, 13, 11]. survival [41].
switching [395]. symmetric [602, 497, 5, 55, 142]. symmetrization [69].
T [434]. tables [465]. Tail [314, 615, 547].
tailed [559, 279]. Tails [625]. tangents [180]. TAR [490]. tensor [425]. terms [554].
tessellations [29]. Test [623, 363, 610, 506].
Testing [43, 302, 406, 163, 630, 230, 434].
Theil [332]. their [200, 520, 125, 274].
theorem [35, 70, 280, 78, 510, 167, 197, 209].
Theorems [631, 468, 475, 212, 341, 228, 279, 61, 71, 53].
theoretic [270]. theoretical [401]. Theory [626, 605, 272, 413, 381, 109, 48, 221, 246, 296, 506, 13, 10, 286, 292, 595, 181].
Third [32]. Third-order [32]. Three [328].
time-varying [558]. tomography [164, 354, 375]. Total [154, 584, 581].
tracking [558]. Transform [638, 478, 329].
transformation [412]. transient [3].
transition [214]. treatment [544].
treatments [245]. trend [178, 260].
triangular [228, 552]. trimmed [335, 364, 582].
Truncated [408, 615, 322, 579, 585, 495, 553, 531].
Type [618, 515, 582, 100, 249, 306, 310, 37, 353, 63].
unbiased [55, 142, 252]. uncorrelated [591]. unequal [442, 433]. unified [261, 590, 14].
Uniform [248, 415, 468, 475, 341, 68, 243, 51].
uniformity [363, 83]. unimodal [197].
univariate [503]. universal [100, 131].
universally [133]. unknown [339, 598, 457, 367, 112, 352, 251, 40].
V. [149]. value [272, 593, 559, 29, 224, 294].
Variance [545, 562, 349, 382, 211, 115, 54, 412].
Variance-optimal [545]. variate [39].
variation [376, 581, 63, 154, 133]. varying [558, 216, 594]. varying-coecient [216].
vector [107]. Versions [173]. versus [243].
via [481, 608, 289, 307, 519, 576, 432, 84].
View [633, 184]. volatility [466].
walk [522, 533]. walks [584, 55, 142].
Warped [517]. Watson [249].
Watson-type [249]. wave [275]. Wavelet [112, 555, 58]. Wavelets [494].

Zero [303, 334]. Zwet [635].
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